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æquō was founded by Tarini Jindal Handa in 2022 as 
India’s first collectible design gallery. Based in Mumbai, the 
experimental project introduces the world’s best designers 
to fine Indian craftsmanship, giving global importance to the 
country’s artisanal heritage. 

The word æquō is derived from equal in Latin and the 
masterpieces created in partnership with the gallery give 
weight to both designer and craftsmanship. Identifying and 
celebrating the best techniques, who might previously have 
been unknown names, is a key ambition of the programme.

In this grand design adventure, æquō creates contemporary 
objects that pay respect to tradition, the antiques of the future. 
Each of them carries a story rooted in India, yearning to be 
told to the world at large. 
 
The creative director of æquō, Florence Louisy, is a French 
designer who graduated from the Design Academy Eindhoven 
in the Netherlands. With a strong sensitivity for craft, 
she approaches collectible design as a method to achieve 
unique pieces. Materials, techniques and the hands joining 
them are the three elements necessary to make meaningful 
pieces. This vision was further developed while Florence 
journeyed to São Paulo to work beside the Campana 
brothers. She continues her path in the field of design where 
furniture is sculpture, and materiality is history.
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India’s material richness immediately electrified Florence Louisy when 
she arrived in the country. The diversity and the distinct beauty of local 
mediums coexist with the sensibility that Indian makers develop towards 
these RAW materials.

The first exhibition at æquō owes its title to a term rooted in the Latin 
crudus, which translates loosely to “uncooked”. In the design field 
however, RAW nods toward how the materials in question remain 
unprocessed, untouched or left in their roughest form. Eight unique 
collections by the French designer are unveiled with the first opening 
of our gallery’s doors. In these creations Florence explores how the 
objects that permeate our homes may preserve the beauty and depth 
of materials closest to their natural state.

This exploration happened as the designer traveled through India, 
developing æquō’s network of artisans and workshops. From casting 
and bending metal in Maharashtra to embroidering and weaving 
textiles in Uttar Pradesh, Florence immersed herself in local heritage 
and techniques. And, most importantly, she amplified her sensibility 
towards materiality itself. Indian hands and minds carry profound 
knowledge toward how to shape, mend, build, extend, cut, join, form, 
elevate, cast or process, in any other way, a material into something 
else. The designer behind RAW decided to challenge these makers 
by concealing these techniques as much as possible within the objects 
produced.

The resulting collections indeed seem as if they were made with 
“uncooked” materials. Wood, stone, textiles and metals have been 
carefully and extensively worked to create the items, but the expertise 
behind these processes make them seem completely natural. 
Nevertheless, it isn’t just materials and makers that are challenged in 
this exhibition. This incredible outcome comes from giving equal weight 
to makers, materials and design. Florence’s style and contemporary 
formal language allows the collections to pay tribute to the purity that 
remains after Indian materials are shaped to become a part of our 
everyday spaces. RAW allows for a new insight into Indian materiality.
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Collection : Tight
Materials : Bent, Nailed Oak Wood Strips
Products : Console, Bench, Stool
Provenance : Mysore, Karnataka
Limited Edition of 11

The Tight collection carries in it a subtle yet magnetic tension. The curvy and sensual 
forms are created via a coating of wooden sheets that formidably contain blocks of 
recycled wood nailed along the tensions in the shapes.

The Tight collection is a testament to the expertise of their shaper’s hands, while 
providing flexibility for use in space alongside their elegant and blunt presence.
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Tight Console
Bent, Nailed Oak Wood Strips
Mysore, Karnatake

Tight Bench
Bent, Nailed Oak Wood Strips
Mysore, Karnatake

Tight Stool
Bent, Nailed Oak Wood Strips
Mysore, Karnatake
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Collection : Dyad 
Products : 2 part low table, low table, gueridon
Materials : Silver Plated Brass, Brass
Provenance : Jaipur, Rajasthan
Limited Edition of 11

While walking on many Indian streets, various sparkling metal crafts will catch your eyes. 
Brass and silver plated objects are remarkably present in our everyday life.

Dyad is a limited series of tables that translates the monolithic presence of metal in the 
country into a study of contrasts, both in texture and form. Thick sheets are bent, welded 
and polished with great precision to produce arduant assemblages; a low table and 
a gueridon present the power of brass, and a two part silver plated table show off the 
mastery over this challenging technique.
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Dyad Low Table Duo
Silver Plated Brass
Jaipur, Rajasthan
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Dyad Low Table
Patina Brass
Jaipur, Rajasthan
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Dyad Gueridon
Patina Brass
Jaipur, Rajasthan
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Collection : Ilia
Embroiderer : Jean-François Lesage, founder of Lesage Interieurs
Materials : Pure Cotton, bone beads 
Products : Sofas, armchair, ottoman 
Provenance : Chennai, Tamil Nadu
Limited Edition of 11

Like an archipelago of islands, the Ilia collection is designed to create endless seating compositions.
Their shapes acknowledge the body’s form and honor local social connections. 
Ilia is available in two editions: pure cotton and embroidered. The former was created in collaboration between 
Florence Louisy and Jean-François Lesage in his Chennai-based embroidery studio.Their materiality transports us to an 
Indian cotton field while creating an opportunity to honor traditional embroidery techniques.  The wide embroidered 
belts gather in the bundle of raw cottons, knotted threads and beads of bone delicately intertwined.
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Ilia Short Sofa
Pure Cotton, bone beads
Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Ilia Armchair
Pure Cotton, bone beads
Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Ilia Ottoman
Pure Cotton, bone beads
Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Ilia Long Sofa
Pure Cotton, bone beads
Chennai, Tamil Nadu
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Collection : Tavit
Materials : Sand Casted Bronze & Aluminium
Products : Floor light, Chair, Gueridon, 
Provenance : Mumbai, Maharashtra
Limited Edition of 11

A close and intimate relationship with a material, nurtured throughout many years, 
becomes a singular tale of trust between maker and matter. 

Tavit, a collection of four bronze and aluminium pieces, is the result of such a journey among metal workshops 
in Mumbai, which challenges the limits and capabilities of metal casting.

The astonishing sensibility within the workmanship is visible in these objects’ contrasted textures, between their 
patina exteriors and warm reflective interiors.
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Tavit Floor Light
Sand Cast Bronze / Aluminium 
Mumbai, Maharashtra

Name : Tavit Armchair
Material : Sand Cast Bronze / Aluminium 
Provenance : Mumbai, Maharashtra
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Tavit Gueridon
Sand Cast Bronze / Aluminium 
Mumbai, Maharashtra

Tavit Gueridon
Sand Cast Bronze / Aluminium
Mumbai, Maharashtra
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Collection : Linon
Materials : Handknotted 100% Linen Flax
Product : Rug 
Provenance : Bhadohi, Uttar Pradesh 
Unique Edition

The Linon textiles place two approaches toward material in conversation: a contrast of 
possibilities. The interior of the rugs highlights linen in its rawest state. Raw linen is hand-knit, 
without yarn twisting, treatment or trimming, creating an earth-toned surface. 

Surrounding this central, wilder texture is a whiter linen. This version of the fiber is made through 
the traditional refining process. With this framing in mind, Linon contrasts the same material in 
two forms: raw and refined.

These tapestries offer a subtle, organic foundation for any room, along with a celebration of the 
beauty of this material’s versatility.

Linon Tapestry
Handknotted 100% Linen Flax 
Bhadohi, Uttar Pradesh 
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Numbered Editions
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Collection : Traverse
Materials : Woven Stainless Steel 
Products : Chair, Stool 
Provenance : Mumbai, Maharashtra
Numbered Edition

A game of entanglement, the Traverse chairs are built by weaving metal like baskets. 
In the streets of Mumbai, hundreds of workshops cut, bend and assemble metal sheets 
to create everyday objects that become polished over time. They shine among the 
hubbub of the city.

The chairs from the Traverse collection come in two heights, both sharing the same 
curves and tensions created by the woven metal, held together by the belt-like seats.
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Traverse Armchair
Woven Stainless Steel
Mumbai, Maharashtra 

Traverse Armchair
Woven Stainless Steel
Mumbai, Maharashtra 
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Collection : Bow
Materials : Hand Carved Indian Pista Marble
Product : Table Light 
Provenance : Makrana, Rajasthan
Numbered Edition 

Stone is often thought of as an impenetrable material, thus when light shines through it, something 
like a mirage can happen. This is the case in the Bow table lamps. Their marble is hand-sculpted 
until green details arise and light traverses through them.

These soothingly spherical small objects are a playful yet exquisite way to bring light into spaces.
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Bow Table Light
Hand Carved Indian Pista Marble
Makrana, Rajasthan
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Pista Pendant Light 
Turned Indian Pista Marble 
Jaipur, Rajasthan
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Collection : Tavit
Materials : Sand Casted Bronze & Chrome Plated Brass
Product : Candle Holders, Handles 
Provenance : Mumbai, Maharashtra
Numbered Edition

A close and intimate relationship with a material, nurtured throughout many years, becomes a 
singular tale of trust between maker and matter. Tavit, a collection of casted pieces, is the result 
of such a journey among metal workshops in Mumbai, which challenges the limits and capabilities 
of metal casting.

The astonishing sensibility within the workmanship is visible in these objects’ contrasted textures, 
between their rough and reflective surfaces.
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Tavit Candle Holder
Sand Cast Bronze / Chrome Plated Brass
Mumbai, Maharashtra 

Tavit Candle Holder
Sand Cast Bronze / Chrome Plated Brass
Mumbai, Maharashtra 
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Tavit Candle Holder
Sand Cast Bronze / Chrome Plated Brass
Mumbai, Maharashtra 

Tavit Candle Holder
Sand Cast Bronze / Chrome Plated Brass
Mumbai, Maharashtra 
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Tavit Knobs
Chrome Plated Brass / Brass / Oxidised Brass
Mumbai, Maharashtra 
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Tavit Bouton Knob
Chrome Plated Brass / Brass / Oxidised Brass
Mumbai, Maharashtra 

Tavit Handle
Chrome Plated Brass / Brass / Oxidised Brass
Mumbai, Maharashtra 
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Collection : Camur Set
Materials : Teak veneer, Solid teak wood, Jute flax
Product : Table, Chairs 
Provenance : Mumbai, Maharashtra
Numbered Edition
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Camur Two Part Table
Teak veneer 
Mumbai, Maharashtra
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Camur Dining Chair
Solid teak wood, Jute flax 
Mumbai, Maharashtra
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Ilia Long Sofa
Pure Cotton
Delhi, India

Ilia Armchair
Pure Cotton
Delhi, India

Ilia Short Sofa
Pure Cotton
Delhi, India

Ilia Ottoman
Pure Cotton
Delhi, India
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Sandur Candles
Burnt clay  
Karnataka
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Sandur Vases
Burnt clay  
Karnataka
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æquō Gallery 
1st Floor, Devidas Mansion
Boman Behram Marg, Colaba, Mumbai

aequo.in
enquire@aequo.in

instagram @__aequo__
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